COSIN'S c APOLOGY *OR SUNDRY PROCEEDINGS '
affected to their other fancies), either not being well informed of
proceedings Ecclesiastical, or not weighing for want of leisure
certain points doubtfully reported in the book of common law as
their learning doth afford In a kind of commiseration toward
some of those who seem distressed and to be otherwise well
meaning men divers proceedings Ecclesiastical have lately been
called in question, both for matter and for circumstance and
manner, that they are contrary to the laws of this realm
Therefore he taketh in hand to show the reasons for the con-
trary based on the law and the Scriptures
digges' < pantometria 3
A new edition of A Geometrical practical treatise named
Pantometna, revised by the author, Mr Thomas Digges and
his son, Mr Leonard Digges This book besides giving the
theories of Geometry, addeth many engravings showing the
practical use of measuring distances and heights with such
instruments as the quadrant geometrical, the geometrical
square, the theodohtus, the measuring of plane surfaces, the
contents of solids, and so forth
garrard's * art of war '
The Art of War^ written by William Garrard, gentleman, who
had served the King of Spain in his wars of fourteen years and
died in 1587, corrected and finished by Captain Hitchcock,
dedicated to the Earl of Essex Herein are five books, of which
the first treateth of the behaviour of a good soldier, disnier or
corporal, together with the martial laws of the field , the second,
adorned with many figures, the office of a sergeant, ensign
bearer, lieutenant, and gentlemen of a band, the third of the
governing *f bands, squadrons and battles, of captains, colonels,
and sergeant-majors-general, the fourth of the general of
horsemen, the scout-master, and the office of the marshal of
the field, the fifth of the great master of the artillery, of the
master gunner, and of general notes of fortification ; of the
besieging, expugmng and defending of a fortress.
gibbon's * work worth the reading '
A Work worth tke Reading, by Charles Gibbon, of Bury
St Edmunds, dedicated to Sir Nicholas Bacon, whcrem is con-
tained five profitable and pithy questions, videlicet * I st, whether
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